MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: 2013 Camp Ravenna Controlled Deer Hunt Application

- Camp Ravenna is now accepting applications for the 2013 Controlled Deer Hunt Military Drawing. Current members of the active and reserve components of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, and Coast Guard and Armed Forces Retirees are qualified to apply to the Camp Ravenna Controlled Deer Hunt Drawing. This also includes M-Day or traditional guardsmen and reservists.

Applying to the Camp Ravenna Military Deer Hunts does not guarantee a hunt date. Applications are selected by a random drawing. Thirty-five applications are selected for each hunt. Camp Ravenna receives hundreds of hunt applications each year and cannot guarantee all applications will be selected.

- Please read and follow the instructions below when completing an application for the Camp Ravenna Military Deer Hunts. Failure to follow any of the stated instructions while applying for the deer hunts may result in disqualification from the drawing.

- This is a partner hunt. Each qualified military applicant must apply with another qualified military applicant, military dependent, or a civilian partner who is a U.S. citizen. Only one vehicle per pair will be permitted in the field, so partners should plan to travel together in a single vehicle. All hunts are shotgun only (10, 12, 16, 20, 28, and .410 gauge). No handguns, rifles, muzzle-loading firearms, longbows or crossbows may be used or brought to the hunts.

- Applicants who apply for the Camp Ravenna military deer hunt drawing may not apply through the Ohio Division of Wildlife civilian drawing for the Ravenna Controlled Deer Hunt. This does not prohibit you from applying to other Ohio Division of Wildlife controlled deer hunts.

- The available hunt dates for 2013 are 26 October and 9 November. The 9 November hunt is a 50/50 hunt where one partner will receive an either sex permit and the other partner will receive an antlerless only permit. If you know which partner is to receive the either sex permit, please indicate that in the appropriate section on the application. The 26 October hunt is a Woman’s 50/50 hunt. In order to apply for the Women’s hunt, one of the applicants MUST be a hunting female. The hunting female will receive the either sex permit and her partner will receive an antlerless permit. If we do not receive enough applications to fill all hunt slots for the Women’s hunt, other applications will be drawn to fill the hunt slots as antlerless hunters. If you want to be considered for antlerless permits on the Women’s hunt, please indicate that on your hunt application under the hunt date choices.

- Send ONLY ONE application per hunt pair by mail with TWO (2) #10 size (4 1/8” x 9 1/2”) self-addressed, stamped envelopes (one envelope for each hunter). Multiple applications from the same individual WILL BE DISCARDED. Multiple applications in the same envelope
Applications are due at Camp Ravenna by the close of business on **Friday, 30 August 2013**. Selected applicants will be notified by mail not later than 27 September 2013. At that time, selected applicants will receive the Camp Ravenna Controlled Deer Hunt Rules and Procedures, permits, parking pass, and hunter certification forms. If you do not receive notification by 27 September, you have not been drawn for this year’s deer hunts. **Do not call before 27 September to ask if your application was selected. The results of the military drawing will not be released until after 27 September.** Military drawing results WILL NOT be posted on the Ohio Division of Wildlife website.

- To apply for the Camp Ravenna military drawing, complete the enclosed application and return it IAW the guidance found on the application. Your application must prioritize ONLY the hunt dates you and your partner are interested in hunting. **ONE** hunt date will be assigned by random drawing for each successful hunt pair. Due to the high volume of applicants, multiple hunt dates are not permitted. Hunt areas will be assigned randomly by Camp Ravenna.

- In order to hunt, the primary military hunter will be required to show a current military ID on the selected hunt date during registration. Secondary hunters will be required to show military ID, dependent ID card, or driver’s license. Secondary hunters under the age of 18 will not be required to provide an ID card. Each hunter will be required to pay a $ 5.00 (cash only) hunt administration fee at the registration table on the day of the hunt. **DO NOT** send money with your application.

- Military hunt permits are **NOT** transferable. If either partner is unable to hunt on the scheduled date, the primary qualified military hunter **MUST** call Camp Ravenna at (614)-336-6569 **as soon as possible** to inform us. Neither partner may transfer their hunt permit. Camp Ravenna will handle all reassignments of military hunt permits. Military no-shows unable to provide the courtesy of a cancellation telephone call prevent us from filling all the available military slots and deprive other military applicants of the privilege of participating in these hunts. **If you cancel without calling you will be barred from hunting in the 2014 Camp Ravenna deer hunts.**

- Hunts are subject to cancellation at any time due to heightened FPCON or mission requirement conflicts. Hunters will be notified as soon as possible if this occurs.

- The POC for this action is the Camp Ravenna Environmental Office at (614) 336-6569 or (614) 336-4564.

---

Encl

as

WILLIAM E. MEADE

LTC, OHARNG

Garrison Commander-CRJMTC

DISTRIBUTION: A
This application may be used by active or reserve component members of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, and Coast Guard and Armed Forces retirees (indicate “Retired” next to “UNIT” below). This includes M-Day or traditional guardsmen and reservists. This is a partner hunt, so there must be information for two applicants for this application to be valid. All requested information must be supplied. Applications must be received not later than close of business on Friday, 30 August 2013. All applicants must be U.S. Citizens. Please enclose TWO (2) #10 size (4 1/8” x 9 1/2”) self-addressed, stamped envelopes with each application. Make sure to attach adequate postage to your self addressed, stamped envelopes.

Mail the completed form AND 2 self-addressed, stamped #10 size envelopes to: Camp Ravenna Joint Military Training Center, 2013 Military Deer Hunt, 1438 State Route 534 SW, Newton Falls, Ohio 44444-8503.

PRINT OR TYPE ALL INFORMATION.

APPLICANT # 1: QUALIFIED MILITARY PERSON

LAST NAME: __________________________ FIRST NAME: ___________________________ MI: ____________

STREET ADDRESS: __________________________

CITY, STATE, ZIP: __________________________

EMAIL: __________________________

PRIMARY PHONE: __________________________ SECONDARY PHONE: __________________________

UNIT/RETIREE: __________________________ If requesting the either sex permit check here: ________

APPLICANT # 2: QUALIFIED MILITARY PERSON, CIVILIAN GUEST, OR MILITARY DEPENDENT

LAST NAME: __________________________ FIRST NAME: ___________________________ MI: ____________

STREET ADDRESS: __________________________

CITY, STATE, ZIP: __________________________

EMAIL: __________________________

PRIMARY PHONE: __________________________ SECONDARY PHONE: __________________________

UNIT (if applicable): __________________________ If requesting the either sex permit check here: ________

HUNT DATE CHOICES: Number your choices 1-2 (1 being first choice and 2 being last choice). When applying for a 50/50 hunt, specify above which partner requests the either sex permit (a female hunter must be specified for the either sex permit for the Women’s hunt). Only one of the two partners will receive an either sex permit for all 50/50 hunts. Please indicate if you want to be considered for antlerless permits on the Women’s hunt.

26 OCT 13 (Women’s 50/50 hunt)__________ 9 NOV 13 (50/50 hunt)__________